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Sumrnary

Vertical motions aÌe difficult to measure in the

mesosphere and the measurements that have been

nade have been found to contradict the theoretically

predicted results. It is this contradiction that

this thesis seeks to address.

The principles resPonsible for the theoretical

predictions are presented in Chapter one in the

forn of a review of the relevant literature. There

is also some suggestion of nisinterpretation of

the theory.

Experinental causes of error are addressed in

the second chapter, with particular emphasis on

the possibility of the radar receiving beam not

being truly vertical. Sorne evidence was found for

an effective beam tilt but this was considered to

be largely due to the scatterers thenselves.

Chapter three describes an experinent that

compares the vertical velocities obtained through

radar beams of differing characteristics. It is

concluded, on the basis of the ¡esults of chapters

two and three that the cutrent nethod of analysis

is susceptible to contaurination fro¡n the horizontal

wind. A possible alternative is suggested.

The fourth and final chapter reviews the work

of thc thcsis and makes proposals for future work '
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Pre face :

The experinents described in chapters two and three

and to a small extent, chapter four of this thesis'

werecarriedoutai-theUniversityofAdelaideIs

Buckland Park Field Station. Although infornation

of particular inportance is presented as part of

the discussions of the experiments being described'

it may be in the interest of the reader to become

faniliar with Appendix 1, which describes the

experirnental facility in general terms'

The operational height lange of t-he radar stretches

from 6O to 98 kn. This encompasses the mesosphere

and Iower thernosphere, and results are generally

presented over the entire available height range'

It is noted that, when discussing experiments and

in the tit1e, the word "mesosphereil is used to

describe the 60 to 98 k¡n height range, for

convenience.

D.J.M
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The work presenËed in this thesis concerns the

measuremefit of vertical velocities in the altitude range

60-100km, which encompasses the mesosphere and lower

thermosphere. Before any results can be considered,

however, the mechanisms thought to be responsible for

these vertical motions should be addressed'

1

The following section reviews the

problems, and rêsulting theories Èhat lead

vertical motions exist in the mesosphere '

observations,

us to believe

1



1.1 The Mean Circulation

The understanding of any physical system requires

familiarisation via boEh theory and observations. In this

case, it ttTas observations that raised doubts about theor-

ies of the mean atmospheric circulation, so it is with

observations that this investigation will start '

Rocket-grenade measurements of temperature and wind

in the mesosphere l,rere made at Fort Churchill, Canada (55 "

N, 94. W) by Stroud, Nordbêrg, Bandeen, Bartman and Titus

(1960) using methods described by Ference, Stroud, I^IaIsh

and Weisner (1956) and Weisner (1956). In this experiment,

Stroud et al. (1960) found the winter mesosphere to be

approximately 40K warmer than the mesosphere in summer at

the same height. This l,ras consistent with the f indings of

KeIIogg and schilling (1951), and in part with the work of

Murgatroyd and Goody (1958). In the latter paPer, the

authors calculated the temperature changes, both positive

and negative, in the atmosphere due to absorption of solar

radiation and reradiation, by ozone, molecular oxygen and

carbon dioxide. They found that only from 30" latitude in

the winter hemisphere to 60'Iatitude in the suÍlmer hemi-

sphere is Ehe atmosphere very close to being in radiative

equilibrium. Outside this region, they suggest that non-

radiative effects would need to be invoked to account for

the disagreement.
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A similar study was made of the stratosphere by

Ohring (1958). The result lfas a radiative source and sink

distribution like that of Murgatroyd and Goody even though

it vùas based on different assumptions, adding support to

the latter authorsr findings.

The suggestion that the non-radÍative processes

required are dynamical was made by Haurwitz (1961) who

argued that, because the mesosphere hTas vrarmer at high

winter latitudes than elsewhere, horizontal advection

alone could not explain the observations. This would be in

violation of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. On these

grounds Haurwitz proposed vertical motions over the poles

due to a meridional circulation. The \'ùay in which a

poleward flow requires vertical motion due to convergence

and the requirements of continuity is illustrated in Fig.

( 1-1) . The proposal \iùas also made that the high ozone

content of the polar atmosphere at the end of winter,

which cannot be attributed to photochemical production,

could be explained by the vertical transport mechanism

described above.

Further evidence for the existence of vertical

motions near the poles comes from attempts to explain the

presence of noctilucent clouds which are observed during

local summer. In a recent PaPer, Reid (197 5 ) makes the

popular suggestion that these aTe ice clouds and proPoses

a model for their formation. However, to obtain the condit-

ions required, a persiStent upvJard motion must exist.
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These observations and discussions imply that the

presence of a meridional circulation would explain several

atmospheric phenomena if it could be justified. This

justification, however, does not come easily at all and

will be Lhe subject of much of this discussion from here

on. Before this, however, it will be advantageous to

expand our observational daÈa set to a full meridional

cross-section so that comparisons between theory and obser-

vations can be made at all latitudes '

To do this, wê refer to the oft-quoted work of

Murgatroyd (tg69) and in particular the temperature and

zonaL wind profiles reproduced in Fig. (t-2). The cross-

sections shown are for the solstices and are obtained by

averaging zonaLLy the data from radiosonde, rocketsondes,

and rocket-grenade experiments over a number of years,

principally in the Northern Hemisphere '

I^lith this observational base vüe can no\,v look at

attempts to recreate features consistent with Fig (t-2)

using theoretical models. One of the first grouPs of

workers to do this vùas Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961) who

calculated the vertical and meridional motions required to

transport heat between the radiaËive sources and sinks

suggested by ohring (1958) and Murgatroyd and Goody

(1958 ) . The resulting circulations are consistent with

observations of the paths of radioactive debris, ês well

as being qualitatively what rdas required to explain the

vertical motions over the polar mesosphere. As is stated

by the authors, however, there is one thing missing in
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their model. This is that it does not attempt to balance

the angular momentum budget of the atmosphere.

The seriousness of this omission is illustraÈed by

the profiles from Geller (1983) shown in Fig (1-3). The

first of these shows the atmospheric temperaËure as a

function of height and latitude due to radiative effects

only. this "RadiaLive Equilibriumil or Local Thermodynamic

Equilibrium (LTE) cross-section is that obtained when

local solar heating and infrared cooling are in balance.

This representation does not allow for transport of heat

from outside the local environmenE by advection, so Fig

(1-3a) does not include heating or cooling due to horizon-

tal or vertical motions. The wind fietd that will result

from this temperature distribution can be found via the

geostrophic wind equaEion which balances the Pressure

gradient force due to the thermal structure, with the

force experienced by a parcel of air which tries to move

in a vùay that would change the total angular momenttrm of

the atmosphere. The latter is known as the Coriolis force.

As the earthrs atmosphere is isolated in sPace, the total

angular momentum must be constant so it is appropriate to

use the geostrophic wind equation and utilise its inherent

angular momentum conservation. The results are presented

in Fig (1-3b). The gap over the equatorial regÍons is due

to the inapplicability of the geosLrophic equation in this

region, but is of little coltsequence to the arguments used

here. Comparison of Fig (1-3) with the observations in Fig

(L-2) show sunmer and winter mesopheric winds of the

correct sign but of extremely large magnitude and the wind
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profiles in Fig (1-3b) do not close over at the toP, but

continue to increase upward out of the model domain'

Finally, this wind field is an equilibrium state so that

the flow shown is a steady state for this radiation

forcing configuration. Thus l^le have settled into a momen-

tum "nicherf and any flows that affect this balance cannot

be aIIowed. Unfortunately, vertical and meridional flows

fall into this category so that this model does not allow

for their existence.

Thissuggeststhatthemodelisincomplete.Tohave

meridional and vertical flow, another Source of momentum

must be introduced to keep the mesospheric momentum budget

in balance. A landmark in attempts to do this came in the

work of Haurwitz (1961). In this paPer two possible mechan-

isms were proposed to allow meridional flow. The first was

a zonal pressure gradient. This would cause a meridional

flow but only an oscillating one that would not give rise

co a mean mass transport along latitude lines. The second

suggestion was that friction due to eddy viscosity deceler-

ated the meân zonal flow. This would obviously result in a

momentum change and in turn a meridional flow to maintain

the momentum balance. calculations based on this principle

showed qualitative agreement with observations in a broad

sense. It seemed that the right ideas \,üere now there to be

built on.

Another important work appeared a few years later and

r{7as due to Leovy (1964 ) . In this , a set of linearised

equations requiring momentum and energy conservation l^7ere
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used to model the atmosphere; however, these equations

contained some significant refinements. In his treatment

of heating Leovy included terms due to radiation, which

vüere a function of season and temperature, as well as

terms which accounLed for differences due to transport '
from the zonaL mean temperature. He also assumed that

there \^las no exchange of radiation with ad jacent layers,

just to and from space. This lrtas later termed the "cooling

to space Approximationrr. Leovy also recognised that mechan-

ical dissipation of the zonaL flow, (which would drive the

meridionar circulation) would cause heat transport making

this effect extremely difficult to parameterise with the

data available. This was simplified by gathering these

effects into a Rayleigh friction term which acted Lo

decelerate the mean flow. For all the cases treated the

Rayleighfrictioncoefficient\,Jasheldconstantwith
height although some different values were used. The

results \,vere once again in fair qualitative agreement with

observations.

Leovy's use of a constant Rayleigh friction coeffic-

ient was in Lhe interest of simplicity and it would not be

expectedËobesoinactuality'However'theextentand

natureofvariationwithheightisnotintheleast

obvious and the bulk features of the Rayleigh friction

profile required Lo balance both the energy and momentum

budgets \,ùere found with no knowledge of the effects respon-

sible. This may in part explain the long period of time

thatelapsedbeforethenexEmajorworkint'hisfield

appeared. However, much important work vüas done in improv-
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ing the understanding and parameterisation of atmospheric

heating and cooling during this time (..g., Dickinson 1-973

and references found in the following PaPers ). In partic-

uIar, ozone concentrations were investigated and it vùas

this work that produced the next aÈtemPt at atmospheric

modelling.

hle have not so far been explicitly interested in the

transport of atmospheric constituents. The model by

cunnold, Alyea, Phillips and Prinn ,1975) lüas produced for

just this purpose. Based on the balance equations and

greatly improved heating formulations the model produced

results showing improved agreement with observations. The

results, however, I,iTere discussed mainly in terms of ozone

transport. The f riction term used \,ùas derived f rom eddy

flux arguments with a coefficient that was not constant

but increased with height above 25km.

Because of its emphasis, the previous paPer is often

not referenced and it is the work of Schoeberl and Strobel

(t978) that is discussed. In this important paPer, the

basic model of Leovy ft964) was upgraded with improved

heating parameterisations (e.g., Strobel 1978 ) and allow-

ance vüas made for contributions to the heat and momentum

budgets of planetary waves with zonal l^Tavenumbers 1 and 2'

The lack of knowledge of the required Rayleigh friction

vras allowed for by rnaking this an adjustable parameter.

Improved agreement with observations resulted when a

Rayleigh friction profile of the form

kr=koexP(z lc)
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(where z ts height ) with c=4.1km, ko :30 days vüas used.

This expression resulted from the need to drive the merid-

ional circulation at greater heights but not damp the

quasi biennial oscillation further down. Thus the main

features of the momentum input required vüere now known'

Further improvements to the models by Holton and

ttrehrbein (1980 ) , tlehrbein and Leovy (t982 ) and Apruzese,

Schoeberl and Strobel (7982) involved changes to the treat-

ment of heating and the drag profiles required to maintain

agreement with observations. However, it is stated in

Holton and l^lehrbein (1980) that the mechanical dissipation

(represented by Rayleigh friction) is supposedly due to

turbulence associated with gravity uTaves and tides: There-

fore it is important to remember that the Rayleigh drag

idea \,\7as a simplification and misleading when considering

the true nature of the ProcesSeS involved. The nature of

this process is also not immediately obvious, thus we will

turn our attention to the mechanisms resPonsible for the

ttdragtr.
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L.2 Atmospheric Þlomentum TransPort

Intheprevioussectionritwasdescri-bedhow

attempts to provide mechanical dissipation via local

effects such as eddy viscosity, and to balance the meso-

spheric momentum budget, did not give quantitative agree-

ment with observations (Haurwitz, 1961- ). This suggests

that the required momentum is being transported into the

mesosphere from Sources at other levels. To understand how

this occurs, it is necessary to know the nature of the

momentum sources, and the properties of the transport

mechanism which enables momentum to be conveyed straight

through some levels and deposited into others. Experience

in other fields of physics would suggest that the Process

\,ùas probably wave-Iike, but the question is: of what kind?

Atheorytoexplainwave-likefeaturesofupperatmos-

phere wind profiles was proposed by Hines (1960) and

internal atmospheric gravity waves (or buoyancy waves)

came to the fore. Hines suggested Lhat these waves could

be responsible for energy transport, and mechanical dissip-

ation due to the generation of turbulence. Recently, these

proposals have been shown to be correct but before they

can be discussed, an understanding of these waves is

required. Therefore, the theory, assumPtions and character-

istics of internal atmospheric gravity waves will be

reviewed briefly. For further information on the subject

the reader is referred to Hines (1960), Hines (]-974) and

Gossard and Hooke (1975).
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The frequency with which a parcel of air in an

horizontally stratified fluid will oscillate if displaced

vertically from its mean position is known as the Brunt-

Vaisala frequencY, N defined as

Nt(z)

N2(z)

ruo
Þ.

T t
aT

àz

âõ

-öz

+

In terms of potential temperature e,

g
e

where z is the height co-ordinate, T temperature'

dry adiabatic lapse rate and 8 the acceleration

gravity. Overbars denote mean values'

f¿

due

the

to

The Brunt-VaisaIa frequency can be regarded as the

resonant frequency of oscillation for fluid parcels under

the influence of gravity and thus will represent a frequen-

cy limit of some kind. rt is in fact the high frequency

limit for gravity wave oscillations ' The low frequency

limit is known as the inertial frequency and is defined as

f : 2a sin0

where ç¿ is

latitude.

the angular velocity of the earth and q the

TheselimitationsmakeitpossibletodisregardSome

of the terms Í-n the continuity, f orce (momentum ) and

conservation of energy equations, which are only of

interestwhenstudyingoscillationsofalongerorshorter

time scale. these equations may be further simplified by

assuming the fluid is incompressible and l-n hydrostatic

balance and that Lhe co-ordinate axes can be aligned,
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without Ioss of generality, such that the oscillations

occur in the x-z plane. If the field variables such as

pressure, density etc. are then represented by a mean, and

a perturbation about that mean

V(x, zrt) = ú(z) + ü'(x rz,t)

(the overbar denoting a mean as before and the primed

variable a perturbation), and terms involving products of

primed quantities are ignored, the solutions, of the form

ri,(x ,zrt) - "zlztt "i 
(kx + mz - kct)

(with m and u slowly varying) can be found' Here k

are the hori zo¡taL and vertical wavenumbers, ü the

hori zontaL wind and c the horizontal phase velocity of

wave. These then yield the dispersion relation

and m

mean

the

2

m2 k (N u)

tù

or
2

= kN
22

fm2 +(¡
(kz + mz)

where ui =k (ü-c ) is the intrinsic f requency of the l^7ave

motion, i.e., the frequency seen by an observer moving

with the mean wind. Similar manipulation of the equatíons

give relations between the field variables - the so-called

"polarisation relations" ( see appendix 2 for details ) '

Further study of the dispersion relations shows that

high inErinsic frequency oscillaLions involve small horiz-

ontal displacements and large vertical displacements where-

as the inverse is true for low frequency oscillations '

Thus the phase fronts for low frequency htaves are aligned



more nearly horizontally than those of high frequency

r^7aves . It can also be shown (Hines , 1960 ) that for (¡)<< N,

the phase and group velocities of a gravity wave are

perpendicular to each other with downward proPagating

phase implying upward going energy.

l^lhile propagating through an environment where u

varies, it is Possible that a gravity vrave will encounter

a region where its horizontal phase speed equals the

background wind velocity and the quantity ( u-c ) becomes

zero. This represents a singularity in the linear,

inviscid, steady state mathematical treatment of gravity

r^raves and such layers are called critical 1evels. It has

been shown (Bretherton, tg66; Booker and Bretherton, t967)

that gravity vraves are strongly attenuated by critical

layers so that they act as a gravity wave screen to higher

Level s .

13

wave

the

I,JaVe

Finally, to conserve !ùave energy as a gravity

propagates upward through the decreasing density of

atmosphere, Lhe \^7ave amplitude must increase. This

growth goes as 
"z/zn.

Although the above outline relies on many assumP-

tions, the relations given can be applied successfully

throughout the atmosPhere to explain many atmospheric phen-

omena, and are thus of considerable significance.

It is considered likely that these graviEy waves

propagate upward from the troposphere, as this region of

the atmosphere has the greatest energy density' This would

suggest that mesospheric gravity waves should be mainly



upgoing but it is difficult to test this hypothesis. This

problem \das addressed by vincent (1984) who considered the

properties of low frequency gravity \daves observed above

Adelaide { 35 3 S, 138" E) . These motions are affected by

coriolis forces making the velocity vector of the fdave

rotate in a known fashion. The sense of rotation is

different for upgoing and downgoing vùaves and can be found

usingthevectorspecÈraldecompositiontechnique.
vincent, using the method outlined by Leaman and sanford

(!g75) for the oceans, êstimated that about 707" of the

long period !ùave energy over Adelaide is upgoing'

L4

Similar conclusions Ì^7ere reached by Balsley, Ecklund

Fritts (1983) for the Arctic mesosphere' In this work'

MST echoes seen at Poker Flat, Alaska' were attributed

the breakdown of upgoing gravity waves '

and

the

to

Therefore,itseemslikelythatsourcesofgravity

waves lie in the troposphere. But what mechanism or mechan-

isms are responsible for their excitation? The first and

probably most well-known involves prevailing wind flow

over large scale topography such as mountain ranges ' The

resulting downwind oscillations are known as Iee-waves '

Convection above rrheat islandst' is also thought to perturb

the atmosphere in such a hray as to produce gravity $7ave

oscillations. Instabilities arising from wind shears are

also considered. Gravity waves will be produced and will

propagateahTayfromtheshearlevelinbothdirections
(upward and downward) '



I^lith these momentum sources and the momentum trans-

port properties of gravity vJaves in mind: W€ must no1e

consider how momenËum might be deposited in the meso-

sphere. The key vrork in this f ield l.,7as due to Lindzen,

(1981) and it. is largely this work that will be discussed.

It is by no means complete buË illustrates some important

points. The author vüas also aided by the exhaustive' review

due to Fritts (1984) which contributes to much of this

discussion. This review is recommended as a Source of

further information on the subject -

Most treatments of this topic- begin with the Taylor-

Goldstein equation, which describes the vertical pertur-

bation velocity of a gravity I,rave under the assumptions

used in our previous theoretical development. It is stated

here for the case of gravity $lave propagation parallel to

the x-axis with 1", , k2 and 
*, 

all considered small, H

being the scale height. Under these assumptions this

equation becomes

15

N

\n7 
| +zz

where the subscriPt denotes

is the vertical wavenumber

the approximate tlKB solution

m slowly varying:

wt(z)

m
2 wt

differentiation. Here m

as before. This equation

(Bender and Otszag, 1978)

-+ -i,fn dz'
Am e

0

(u-c)
has

for

_\
m

or more simply

wt (x rzrt) A e
i(tx+mz-kct)



This can be

tities in terms of

t6

to find other Perturbation quan-

importantlY

used

In¡ 
t

-ml^l 
Ir

from continuity and from the adiabatic enerSy equation

e'
ik(ü-c)

l,Jave breaking requires the Presence of some form of

instability, in this case it is thought to be a static

instability. This occurs when the total temperature (mean

plus perturbation) lapse rate exceeds the adiabatic lapse

rate. Expressed in terms of the potential temperature we

have the condition

0') <0

u

-ez

+0

By assuming the e"l2w and €- terms do

with height, the above expressions for

combined and differentiated to yield

instabitity in terms of ut, ü and c viz:

ut > c ü

I^7

not vary rapidlY
t and or can be

the conditions for

That is, the atmosphere is statically unstable r^'hen

the total (EuIerian) parcel velocity exceeds the intrinsic

phase speed of the \^rave.

These results must no\^t be considered in relation to

the exponential growth of gravity waves with height.

Through much of the atmosphere, gravity l^7aves will perturb

the mean flow but will not make it unstable. The process

could be considered reversible with all the momentum being
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the vùave packet leaves the level being consid-retrieved as

ered.

Eventually, however, perturbation amplitudes grovù to

the point such that Ëhe Presence of the gravity !ùave makes

regions of the atmosphere unstable. The resulting stabilis-

ing processes rob the total flow (background plus pertur-

bation ) of momentum and the \47ave , which cannot retrieve

this momentum, dissiPates.

To parameterise these effects , Lindzen ( 1981 ) made

the assumption of earlier workers (Hodges , 1967, 1969 and

Lindzen, 1967) that convective instabilities in the wave

field produce only that level of turbulence necessary to

maintain near neutral sEatic stability. This means that

momentum will be deposited into the flow above the level

of onset of breaking and that apart from generating enough

turbulence to keep perturbation amplitudes constant ( for

u ( z ) constant ) , the r¡¡ave is unaf f ected. If vüe def ine the

Ievel at which saturation occurs as 4, then we know that

the mean flow acceleration is
z 12

-1ut= ,-

h.r'*'p +),

0

0 z>z
so

(Eliassen and Palm, L960).

Given

know that

will be

that (c-ü) does not increase faster than ¿/zn'"

the horizontal perturbation velocity above 'zs

l"ll =

which combined with our Previous

Ic u

expression for ut, gives
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tlk
ñsw

gok
rN

-k- u'ms c)2

3

From this vùe get

¡f"-
In differentiating,

be considered, Yielding

(ü-c ) 3

both the densitY P

an expression i., t*o

and (ü-c) must

terms:

-k ( ü-c )2
2N

u
u z

È

which simplifies, for little variation in u to

u
Ë

Inspection of this shows that when -tt", the mean f low

is deceLerated, and for ú<c the flow is accelerated. The

mean flow tends to be driven toward the horizontal phase

velocity of the wave, which need not be in the zonaL

direction.

I,tre can novù see thaE Rayleigh friction does not suit-

ably describe the processes responsible for decelerating

the mean f 1ow. Previously, large drag \¡ras only possible

f or large n. A linear term tnlas being used where a ü

dependence was required and Rayleigh drag \,vas forcing the

flow to zef o while this nel^7 Process forces it towards the

vüave phase speed. However, the modelling results of the

previous section showed that on average the mean flow must

be decelerated (not accelerated) therefore, there must be

some Iimitations on c in the mesosphere to ensLrre that

this process normally results in deceleration. This will

be discussed shorElY-

3
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breaking

coeffic-

as in the

Turbulence also results from gravity vüave

and Lindzen (1981) shows Lhat the eddy diffusion

ient D '' (with the y_direction hTave number ,1,=0
eooy

above formulation) is

D
eddy

k u c)\ z

u

3

2

1 u

N3 2H c

Lindzen also states that, because mean flow acceler-

ation cannot be produced by turbulence, both these effects

must be related but separate manifestations of vùave

breaking.

The work of Lindzen, although an important advance,

does have its shortfalls. These include the neglect of

wave suPerPosition, \^7ave-wave interaction, vüave packet

l0calisation and vJave and mean flow transience (Fritts,

1984). It was, hovrever, a good base on which to build'

The question of vrave-wave interaction was approached

by Lindzen and Forbes (1983), who included the possibility

of breakdown of stable l^7aves via the parametric sub-

harmonic instability of McComas and Bretherton (1977 ) to

produce turbulence, inÈo Lindzenrs (1981) work. It lvas

found that the results were not greatly affected.

Dunkerton (Lg82) included the effects of Lindzen

(1981) in his earlier studies of $Jave transience (Dunker-

ton, I}SL) to yield a quasi-linear treatment of the topic

and a non-Iinear theory r,iIas developed by l^leinstock (1982)

completing a spectrum of approaches to the problem of

gravity wave saturation.
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It is now possible to construct an overall picture of

the mechanisms that balance the atmospheric momentum

budget while allowing meridional and vertical flows ' As

gravity waves propagate upward through the atmosphere and

their perturbation amplitudes increase, they may be affec-

ted in a variety of r,7ays. of principal interest here is

the possibility of the gravity wave (a) saturating (i'e',

u, becomes equal to c-ù) or (b) encountering a critical

level ( c-ú ) =0 before saturation occurs . These gravity

\,Javes blocked by criLical levels below the mesosphere will

not contribute to the mesopheric momentum budget ' Inspec-

tion of Fig I-2 shows that, in both hemispheres lor the

solstices, the flow in the stratosphere is in the opposite

direction to that in the mesosphere. If \,ùe consider a

spectrum of gravity waves propagating uP from the tropo-

sphere with phase speeds symmetric about zero' part of

this distribution will be filtered out in the stratosphere

by critical level encounters. This is illusLrated in Fig

t-4arb(adaptedfromLindzen,!981)'Uponreachingthe
mesospheTe'onlythephasespeedsofoppositeSensetothe

flow at or above the breaking level remain, so the effect

of bringing the mean flow speed to the wave phase speed is

equivalent Eo a deceleration. once again. this is an illus-

trative simplification of the real case, âs only zonaL

phase speeds are considered. The more correct approach of

using an isotropic gravity \^Iave sPectrum Ì'vas taken by

Matsuno ( 1982 ) to examine the above stratospheric filter-

ing effecEs.
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Itispossiblethattides(seee.8.,Lindzen,7967;

Forbes , Lg82) also make some contribution to the momentum

budget of the atmosphere. Lindzen (1981) concluded that

the proPagating diurnal mode rrras a primary contributor to

this but only at tropical latitudes. However, iL was noted

by schoeberl, strobel and Apruzese (1983) that, because of

the qualitative success of Rayleigh friction, the true

momentum deposition process must depend upon the zonaL

wind velocity relative to the earthrs surface velocity'

Because tides have phase velocities that are large relat-

ive to the earth, the arguments proposed for gravity waves

would not result in a deceleration. thus tides are not

thought to contribute greatly to the mesospheric momentum

budget outside the troPics '

Planetary \,Javes have also been considered as a momen-

tum source, however, momentum transport is required into

both the Summer and winter mesospheres. As planetary \'raves

only occur in winter, they are not thought to be of key

importance (Houghton, 1978)'

The gravity wave saturation results of Lindzen (1981)

r,rere used to replace Rayleigh f riction in the model of

Holton (1983) with good results. Thus it may be accepted

that the breaking of upward propagating gravity vüaves

provides the mesospheric momentum required to balance the

angular momentum budget of the atmosphere'
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1.3 Interpretation Considerations

Theprincipalaimofthisthesisistoconsiderthe

possible causes of error in vertical velocity measure-

ments. In most regards this is an exPerimental problem but

recenEly there have been some suggestions that the theoret-

icalinEerpretationofresultsSofarobtainedhasbeen

lacking. These suggestions will now be briefly discussed'

In contrast to theoretical expectations, Balsley and

Riddle (1984) measure downward velocities in the summer

mesosphere.AdiscussionofPossiblesourcesoferror

concludes that this effect cannot be explained avüay

experimentally so a polar circulation cell is proposed'

More recently, howevert it has been suggested

(Frittsrprivatecommunication)thatitistheinterpret-

ation that is at fault. Fluid dynamics offers two represen-

tations of verocity for fluid frow. The Lagrangian

velocity is the velocity of a particular parcel of aLr and

itisthisvelocitythatarisesfromlargescalemodel

studies. The Eulerian velocity which is thought to be the

main contributor to ground based radar studies, is the

velocityofairparcelsmovingthroughafixedpoint.It

is possible that these quantities differ and that differ-

ence is known as Èhe stokes drift defined (for vertical

components ) as
,f:tLtF

Themesospherictemperaturestructureoutlined

earlier and the adiabatic heating and cooling associated

with verEical motion suggest that the Lagrangian component
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is small (a few cm s-t), however, it can be shown using

mass Èransport arguments that the Eulerian component for

gravity r^laves may be large in comparison ÍO-2O cm s-l).

This means that there is an associated Stokês drift ând

care must be taken in interpreting Èhe measured velocities.

It is unlikely, however, that observations made so

f.ar are devoid of the experimental problems discussed

later in this thesis. The above arguments will account for

some but not all of the difference between Lheory and

observation.

a
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Summary

The mean atmospheric circulation in the mesosphere

has been investigated theoretically using gtobal scale

models. The more useful 0f these models were found to be

those that attempted to satisfy the ener8y (heat ) and

momentum equations simultaneously. It l^7as f ound however,

that the features predicted by the models with no momentum

sources included \^7ere vastly dif f erent from observations '

zonaL f Iows r,rere predicted but meridional and vertical

flows were not. This was in contrast with observations

which suggested there were vertical motions over the poles

and a related meridional flow'

It \,ùaS later found that a secondary Source of momen_

tum \,ras required to reproduce the features observed in the

mesosphere. This source I,\7as parameterised using Rayleigh

drag to decelerate the mean flow, with considerable

success. The true momentum source I,Jas found to be non-

local: gravity \'ùaves transporting momentum from the energy

densetroposphereanddepositingitvia}ùavebreakingin

the mesosphere. In transit, parts of the gravity wave

phasespeedspectrumarefilteredoutbyprevailingwinds

making the wave breaking process drag-like'

The inclusion of this secondary source of momentum in

theoretical models results in zonaL and meridional fl0ws

similar to those observed. This is not so for the vertical

velocities, which are found to be significantly different

from those predicted by theory. The possibility that this

may be due to errors of measurement is dealt with later in
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thisthesis;howeverrtherehasbeensomesuggesEionthat

a Stokes drift associated with graviÈy vüave activity could

be causing a misinterpretation of the vertical velocities

being measured.
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2 AN INVESTIGATION OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

IN VERTICAL VELOCITY DEÎERMINATION

But not being at
philosophLze uPon
to observe

Jonathan Swift, Gulliver' s Travels

Somepossibleexperimentalcar¡sesofthedisagreement

between theoretical and measured vertical vel0cities are

discussed in this and the following chapter of this thesis.

Themostlikelycauseofexperimentalerrorisconsid-

ered to be a rrverticalrr beam that does not point exactly

vertically.Anattempttofindtheoff-verticalangleand

direction(ifany)oftheBParrayisnowPresented.A

discussion of other Possible causes of experimental error

in vertical velocity determination then follows '

The vertical velocities used in this chapter were

obtainedusingthephaseoftheautocorrelationfunction
(see Rastogi and l,troodman , 7g74) . Possible alternative

methodstoEhisarediscussedinchapLer3.

that
thi s

time in a
phenomenon t

disposition to
I rather chose
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2.L The Effects of an Off-Vertical Beam

Introduction

scatterers moving horizontally across a monostatic

radar beam which is pointing truly vertically will produce

no Doppler shift in the returned signal and a zeTo radial

velocity will result when a suitable Doppler analysis is

used. However, attaining a truly vertical beam is diffic-

ult, particularly at HF where large arrays ("'9" 1km in

diameter at Buckland Park, Briggs et al', t969 ) are

required to produce the narro!ü beams considered desirable '

The pointing accuracy required for measurements of the

vertical velocity is illustrated when we consider the

effect of a horizontal velocity of, sâY, 5Oms-1, which is

typical of the mesosphere. If the beam is off-vertical at

an angle 0 , then the radial velocity is vr =50 sin 0 = 50 0 
'

for 0 small. The tilt in a nominally vertical beam required

to produce an apparent 0.5ms-r (typically measured in the

mesosphere ) I'vertical velocity" by leakage into the beam

of horizontal motions is given by sin-t (0.5150):0'57'

Even off-vertical tilts of the order of 0.1" will make

considerable contributions to the inferred vertical veloc-

ities and are thus undesirable. These tilts are determined

by the characteristics of the array ground plane ' ThÍ-s '

however, is difficult to measure directly. Thus statis-

tical attempts vrere made to find the beam pointing angle

of the Buckland Park (BP) array'
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2 .t .7 Stati stical analvsis of Buckland Park data

If the measured vertical velocities are in fact due

to the folding or leakage into the beam of horizontal

moLions, then a comparison of the rrverticaltr and horizon-

tal velocities should show a correlation. This section

describes a staEistical method used in an attempt to find

a correlation of this kind for the BP array. The ultimate

aim r,ùas to find the effective pointing angle so that the

inferred vertical velocities can be corrected by removing

the effects of horizontal motions '

The routine operation of the BP ZMHz radar currently

provides horizontal winds in real time, using the spaced

antenna method (Briggs, tg77 ) and Doppler inferred

ilverticalttwinds using the whole array with all elements

conneCted in phase to produce a narrovüitvèrticaltt beam'

(Details of these methods of analysis are given in chapter

3. ) The half power half width of this beam is 4'5"

(Hocking, 1981) and samples are taken every 2km in height

from 60 to 100km. These vertical and horizontal winds

suitably averaged form the data base for this analysis '

If r^Je use the Cartesian components

( E-1,ü ) component

(N-S ) comPonent

component

u

v

l^7

= zonal

= meridional

= vertical

( with

ent a

an overbar denoting a long-term average) to repres-

three-dimensional wind velocity vector

through the sampling volume of a radar

v(ürvrw)

beam, and
Pas s rng



denote the direction in which

unit vector Þ then the DoPPIer

will be proPortional to the

convenient at this stage to

co-ordinates to rePresent the

where

b : sin0 sinS
I

b : sinO cos <þ

2

br = coso

where 0 is the zenith angle

clockwise from north to the

horizontal plane ( see Fig 2-t) .

will be

the beam

and compare

using the BP

29

the beam is Pointing bY the

shift detected bY the beam

scalar product Y-Þ. It is

introduce sPherical Polar

beam vector b(b

(2-t)

b,b)
23t

I

and 0 the

projection

Thus

angle

ofb

measured

on to the

w :V.b:ü sin0 sinç +v sin0 cosS +w
m

cos 0 (2-2)

the mean measured Doppler velocity observed with

in the direction b.

If we assume at this stage that the values of u and ?

contained within our database are true velocities, then we

can infer o and s without any knowledge of what the true

vertical velocity is. All that is required of w is that

its seasonal variations make only a small contribution to

variations in ño'.

If \,7e let the terms in Eq (2.2) involving the horizon-

tal velocities bY X i-e.

sin0sinQ+ v sin0cosQ (2-3)X=u

X with the measured rrvertical'r velocity *t

narrow beam, then for the correct combination

of ( e,o ), lÀ7e should find a correlation. This comparison
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values andvùa s made graphically using

Iinear regression techniques

sets of

IÄ7ere USed.

I,trhen the correct values of ( 0, Q) are chosen, (fr¡n rX)

values would appear as in Fig (2-Z). Therefore, to obtain

an estimate of the true ( e ,0 ) values, vüe need to f ind

those values which give closest correspondence to Fig

(2-2) .

Results of the least square analysis (as outlined in

appendix 3 ) are in the form of the following parameters:

o

c

o.

d2

( i. e. , square
fitted

Vù AXI S
m

error in

slope of

error in

residual

intercept

Iine

s lope

sum of squares

a

a
a

of the vertical
line )

distances from points to the

where
ñ :a+c X

m

An estimate of the correlation coefficient ( p ) is

also derivable from d2 (see appendix 3).

Inspection of Eq (2-3) shows that for constant 0 , ü

and V, the value X is a function of e. This means that a

variation in 0 corresponds to a stretch in the X-direction,

which will not affect the distance between the individual

data points and the fitted line. This in turn means that
g,â and d2will not vary with0making the method of finding

Ehe correct0 and 0simple. Firstly, S is chosen to give Ëhe

highest correlation coefficient I . Then the value of 0 ( for
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found that

This fully
this computed O ) is varied unËil the

gives the line of- best fit a sloPe

determÍnes the pointing angle ( see Fig

An advantage of this method, and the reason we had to

assume that tr, the true vertical velocity does not show

much variation over the data base when compared with wtrl,

is that the true w will not affect the slope, only the

intercept. Thus pointing angles can be inferred without

anyknowledgeofthetrueaverageverticalvelocity.It

may even be possible to find the long-term average of w

using the intercept and the value of 0'

2 .t.2 Results

DataSetsmadeupofweeklyaveragedhorizontaLand

apparentverticalvelocitieswereanalysedusingthe

method outlined in the previous section. The long-time

averages hTere used to remove any correlations due to real

physical effects. Gravity wave and tidal theories predict

a relationship between the horizontal and vertical veloc-

ítieswhichwouldaPPearasacorrelationifdataofa

short-time scale were used. By averaging over 7 days,

effects of this kind should be removed'

RealtimeanalysisofBucklandParkdataprovides

wind velocities at 2km height intervals. ( successive

heights,.however,donotgiveindependentresultsbecause

of the transmitter pulse width that is used, see appendix

1. ) The results presented here aTe obtained using data

from three successive height gates. This means that more
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data points contribute to each correlation calculation

the same time span giving greater significance to

results .
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for

the

The results of the analysis for three time sPans are

presented in Figs 2-4a\, b) and c). These represent the

summer solstice (SS, 6ltIl83 to 30lL/84), autumn equinox

(AE, 712184 ro 30/4184) and winter solstice (t^ls, 815/84 to

2018184), respectively, each containing 12 weeks of data.

I,Jith the exception of I^IS which was interrupted by another

experiment, the data blocks cover the six weeks before and

after the representative date (solstice or equinox). Each

figure displays the value of 0 (direction in degrees clock-

wise from north) and zenith angle 0 The values of

residual sum of squares, d2are disptayed in Fig 2-5. In

all cases the vertical axis represents height with results

being ptotted next to the mid-range value of the three

contributing heights.

The error values listed in the upPer part of Fig 2-3

are the uncertainties of the given intercept values -

Similarly, the bracketed quantities in the lower section

of Fig 2-3 are the errors in the slope. These are not

included in the presentation of the results as each error

cannot be considered in isolation' An error in Ô will cause

an error in the slope and thus 0 For this reason,

simulation studies are used to find uncertainties. A beam

pointing direction is assumed and real horizontal wind

values are projected on to it to obtain a simulated

vertical wind. Random fluctuations are added at various
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amplitudestoreproducetheScatterapparentinthereal

vertical wind data. The amplitude of fluctuation can be

variedmakingitpossibletorecreateapproximatevalues
of d2 , the residual sum of squares '

Repeated use of this kind of simulation makes it

possible to build up a scatter distribution of 0 and Ô about

known input values, for various values of d2' The range and

standard deviation of these scatter distributions can then

be used as a direct measure of the errors '

Thistechniquehastheadvantagethatitusesthe

same method of finding 0 and oas does the actual reSression

analysis and is thus susceptible to the same error sources '

Using this analysis, approximate errors in 0 and $ were

found for three values of d? Because of the random fluc-

tuations used it was impractical to attempt to recreate d2

exactly.It\,Jasnotdifficultrhowever'torttunettthe
simulation parameters to give results close to the

required value of d. These results are presented in table

2-r.

Table 2-t

approx d2

a0 (')
( ")

0.5
30

o.2

1.0
30

o.2

2.0
60

0.5oo

The magnitude of the errors in 0

rounding to the nearest 0'05ein 0and 15"

off the computer tables ( see Fig 2-3)

interpolation v¡as not necessary'

and

in
Q show that

0when reading

justified andI^¡A S
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FinalIy, Wê must consider the correlation coefficient

p. The maximum value of this quantity was used to obtain

the value presented but it \À7as Possible that even this

value did not represent a meaningful result. Elementary

statistical arguments can be used to obtain a value of the

correlation coefficient Prrsuch that if 9t9r, , it can be

accepted that there is a positive correlation at a 95"L

significance level (see e.g., spiegel , 1,972). For Èhe data

obtained over a 12-week Period and f.or 3 height blocks as

presentedhererPrr=0'44'(Thisassumes22degreesof

freedom as the data is not entirely independent ' )

The results of Fig 2-4 are redrav¡n, without those

points with correlation levels less than o.44, in Fig 2-6.

In rejecting the low correlation points, the high d2 points

r,Jere removed thus all the error bars drawn in Fig 2-6

correspond to the d2=0.5 or 1.0 cases. The autumn equinox

case is not included in Fig 2-6 because only two points

satisfy the significance criteria and the lower of these

(midrange 68km) is probably affected by data gaps at 66km.

Many checks \,üere perf ormed on the results presented

above. In the most convincing of these, the raw velocity

data rdas plotted in u vs ü* and V vs .t* form for each

height range. Visual inspection of these diagrams in many

cases yielded obvious correlations which could be used to

infer the quadrant in which the beam IÀ7as pointing' These

rdere found to agree with the Iinear regression analysis

results Presented here.
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The w_ -axis intercept values for the accepted data
m

are presented in Fig 2-7. These values can be used to

infer the average vertical velocity over the data period

(see Fig 2-2, coso - 1), with the effects of beam tilts

removed.

2.7.3 Discussion

some idea of the beam pointing angle and direction

can be obtained by considering the make-up of the BP array

itself. A general description of the aTray is given in

appendix 1 so that it is the aspects of the array directly

relevant to the pointing angle problem that are presented

here.

During construction of the aTray, it lÁ7as decided that

the dipoles would be suspended at a conslant height from

the base of the pole. This means that the array level will

folIow the 1ie of the Iand. The array is situated on

coastal plane which is flat except for small horizontal

and vertical scale undulations. These undulations aTe not

thought to have a systematic effect on the array level '

They are considered to cause random fluctuations about the

mean level not affecting the pointing direction of the

whole aÌ.ray. However, the pointing direôtion also depends

on the images of the dipoles in the arTay ground plane

therefore, this structure must also be considered.

The BP

results are

through the

site l^las surveyed by Reid ( 1984 ) and his

presented in Fig 2-8. (A creek bed passes

centre toP of this diagram affecting the
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of the fit in Èhat region- ) Inspection of this

suggests that, âssuming that the ground plane

the slope of the ground, the beam will point

toward the south-west.

studies of ground plane characteristics have been

carrj-ed out by Hocking ( 1981 ) and Groves ( 1983 ) ' Hocking

used the soil tyPe to calculate a range of reflection

coefficients R for the surface of the ground at BP. He

suggested that Re(R) was somewhere between -0.6 and -0.9

with Im(R) less than about 0.1-5. From these it can be seen

that O .62.1n l.O. S . Hocking also calculated a skin depth of

the soil at BP of ô=9 metres.

The Buckland Park site lies adjacent to salt Pans and

the sea, and the underground water table is quite salty

and thus a good reflector. Groves (1983) found, from

reports on two bores on the site, that the water-table

never falls below 5-6 metres from the surface as there is

a layer of sand and water beginning at this level '

However, ât times of high rainfall, the site can become

quite boggy (BalI, 1981) and the water-table lies at the

surface. Inspection of a summer aerial photograph of the

area can give a fair indication of the surface geology as

there is less vegetation than at other times of the yeaT '

The shallow creeks on the site can be seen but no geolog-

ical formations large enough to appreciably affect Èhe

array ground plane are visible. Therefore, we can assume

that the water-table is Planar.
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The orientation of the water-table is less simple to

treat. If there is a flow, a pressure head must exist

which will slope the waËer-table's upper surface. It is

likely that any flow will be toward the sea so that the

upper surface normal will point toward the west. In the

case of no flow, the water table witl probably follow the

lie of the land.

Because the ground

it is likely the ground

between the following two

conditions will vary with season

plane characteristics will vary

CASES:

Dry conditions A partial reflection occurs at the

ground surface (O.62. lRl .0.9) giving the beam a component

toward the south-west (225" clockwise from the north, 0.f

from zenith). However, around 30% of the radiation not

reflected aL this surface is reflected from the water-

table and radiates out again (Hocking, 1981 ) making a

slight vrestvrard component (210" clockwise from north )

possible.

I,let conditions The water-table res ides at

surface so that the beam points in accordance with

slope of the land (i.e., 225" clockwise from north,

from zenj-th).

the

the

0.1"

Because it is expected that the beam will point.

somewhere around 225" clockwise from north, this direction

has been marked by an arrovs in Figs 2-4a), b) and c) and

Figs 2-6a) and b).
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TheSsresultsofFig2_6a)showgoodagreement

between the 0 value predicted and that inferred using this

analysis. The 0 values, hovoever, do not include (errors

withstanding) the predicted value of 0.1'. The WS results

(Fig 2_6b) ), not only fail to agree with the expecLed 0 ,

but also fail in 0 , with a beam pointing direction steady

at approximate north for 76-82kn and east for 88-94krn' The

AE period displayed in Fig 2-4b) seems to be 'rbound" to

each of the SS and I,üS states f or part of the height range '

In an attempt to ascertain when the transition from ss to

I¡¡s state occurred, the AE data set I^7as split into pre-AE

and post-AE blocks each of six weeks duration. The result

was good correlation over most of the lower heights and a

pointing direction steady around 225" for the pre-AE data

block. The post_AE block, however, \,JaS similar to Fig

2-4b) in that the correlat j-on was poor and Lhe pointing

direction \das swinging f rom 225' ( SI^l ) through 0" (N ) to 90 '

(E).

The six-week block analyses should be treated with

care because they contain fewer points and are thus more

likelytoproducespuriousresults.However,thehigh
correlation observed Í-n the pre-AE data and the smooth way

in which those values vary with height around 225" strong-

LySuggeststhatitisnotuntilaftertheautumnal

equinox that the beam pointing direction moves from iLs ss

sEate, V:-Z. south-west consistent with ground plane

considerations, to itrs tJS state, vLz. between north and

east.



How, then, can the beam of a fixed broadside

appear to move around the sky? The effects of the

Lable previously discussed could move the beam

within Lhe sI,¡ quadrant but certainly not to the

exhibited here.
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artay

water-

around

extent

A clue to what is happening may lie in Fig 2-6b). The

inferred Q value is significantly different for the two

different height ïanges. The data producing these results,

however, was obtained simultaneously from the same beam.

This suggests that the scatterers are changing the effec-

tive beam pointing angle. This Possibility is now con-

sidered.

The effective aTray polar diagram, and the resulting

pointing angle, is determined by the polar diagrams of the

transmiLter, scatterers and receiving array combined. In

this case the transmitter polar diagram is broad ( see

appendix 1 ) so that it is the latter two polar diagrams

that need to be considered. This is done with the aid of

Fig 2-g. The case of isotropic scatter is represented (for

two dimensions ) in Fig 2-9a). The product of the receiving

and scatter polar diagrams gives a result that is largely

the same as the original receiving pol¿r diagram. For a

more specular reflector at an angle to the horizontal0"r

the polar diagram is greatly affected (Fig 2-9b) ). The

effective beam pointing angle in this case is almost

wholly determined by the scatterer. Thus if the nature of

the scatterers varies with height between these two cases '
the effective beam pointing angle will also vary.
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unfortunately, neither purely specular nor isotropic

scatterers are observed in the real atmosphere. Some atmos-

pheric irregularities scatter over a broad range of angles

and are thus termed isotropic. Others scatter over narrow

ranges of angles and are called specular but each have

some of the characteristics of the other. The mechanisms

responsible for these types of irregularities are 'beyond

the scope of this thesis and are not discussed here. It is

simply noted that they have been observed in the meso-

sphere (Hocking and Vincent ' 1982; Hocking, 1983)' It is

important to note, however, that they are probably assoc-

iated with the breakdown of internal atmospheric gravity

r,JaveS. This is noteworthy because (as discussed in chapter

1 ) the phase fronts of gravity waves are rarely aligned

horizontally. Thus it is probable that the specular compon-

ent of the scatter rarely comes from overhead, but instead

comes f rom an angle al,Jay f rom the vertical .

For these characteristics to show uP under the

analysis of the previous section, they must prevail for

most of the data period, here 12 weeks. If this is not the

case, the random scatter in the data will reduce the

correlation coefficient, Possibly to below the significant

level Pru, and the results will be rejected.'

These ideas can nor,r be used to suggest Possible

mechanisms for the results presented in Figs 2-6. The SS

results of Fig 2-6a) show values consistent with the lie

of the Iand (as indicated by the arrow). This could be

explained by the Presence of two layers of isotropic
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scaLterers throughout the ss season. The shift of the

value away from the predicted 0.1" may be due to the

specularcomponentoftheisotropicscatter.Itisnot
suggested that a preferred 0 value exists ' 

just that the

average non-hori zontaL nature of the isotropic scatterersr

specular component causes a bias avJay from the horizontal

and the nearby 0 =0.f value. The variation of the ê value

with height is consistent with this idea. The regions of

rejected data between 76 and Sokm and above 90km could

have been due to varying specularity over the 12 weeks of

the data. Inspection of Fig 2-4a) shows that the Q value is

morevariableinthisregionthanintheaccepteddata
regions which agrees with this postulate '

The I/JS results of 2-6b) are considerably more diffic-

ult to justify. As stated previously, the beam angle 6 has

two different values for different heights, neither of

which agree with the expected pointing angle' No physical

characteristic of the Buckland Park site can be reasonably

proposed that would change the beam angle by such an

amount. Even if this \^Jere Possible it could only explain

one section of the graph as the beam cannot point both

north and east simultaneously. Thus, the scattering ProPer_

tiesof.theirregularitiesmustbeused.toexplainthese
phenomena.

ThehighcorrelationobservedSugseststhatthemech_

anism responsible is not highly variable. This property is

also exhibited by the smooth variation of both 0 and 0

with height.
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Arguments outlined earlier suggest that some form of

specular reflection is required to change the beam poin-

ting direction. Howeverr âD experiment conducted by

Hocking (L979) on d"y 151 of 7977 (within the season of

the I^1S data) showed that these levels returned significant

povrer from a beam pointed 11.6" off zenith toward the east.

This suggesEs that the scatter is isotropic. If Hocking's

short-term study is applicable, then vùe must assume that

the scatter is showing both specular and isotropic charac-

teristics, and the specular properties are affecting the

beam direction on a long-term basis.

Analysis of real-time data during the WS season has

recently shown (Vincent, private communication) that the

polarisation of gravity l^;aves during this season is consis-

tent with vùaves propagating generally toward the south-

west. The phase front alignment for this polarisation

would tilt the beam to somewhere in the north-east quad-

rant, which is consistent with the findings presented

here. The summer polarisation is found to be less constant

and thus the pointing angle would not be affected '

The possibility of a physical correlation, to explain

the WS observations, has also been considered. The beam

seems t.o move to its north and east position af ter the

autumnal equinox, around the time of the onset of planet-

ary lrrave acEivity. Could the relationship between horizon-

tal and vertical velocity in these waves be causing this

correlaÈ Lon? This Possibitity l{7as dismissed, however, âs

the required activity would need to have a period of 7



Because the effective pointing angle of the array

varies in the lday shown here, Do particular beam pointing

angle can be quoEed and used to correct vertical veloc-

ities for the effect of horizontal winds, while the

current method of real-time analysis is being used '

Unfortunately, this method is susceptible to the effects

of the specular returns which have the effect of changing

the beam pointing direction to one normal to the scatter-

ersr . orientation. A method of vertical analysis which

attempts to eliminate this effect is discussed in chapter

3 of this thesis.

days (or a multiple thereof) and must stay phase

from just af.ter the AE to the end of the tJS data

produce these results.

It is Possible, hovùever, to calculate

averages (here L2 weeks) of vertical velocity,

results .are Presented in Fig 2-7 .
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Iocked

set to

Iong-term

and these

Theory predicts small magnitude rising motions in

sunmer and downward motions in winter. However, these

characteristics are not exhibited in Fig 2-7 where a

downward motion in the summer is inferred at both (accep-

ted) height ranges. The winter velocities are strongly

downward at one level and less strongly upward at another

level.

The incomplete understanding of the effects resPon-

sible for the winter beam characteristics lead to a

cautious approach to the winter data but the summer case

seems more clear and the summer data cannot be discounted.
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It is interesting to note that the SS résults "t. oi

similar magnitude and have the same seemingly i-ncorrect

direction as results PresenËed by Balsley and Riddle

(1934) for Poker Flat. Fritts (privaËe communícation) has

indicated that the IaËter results may be explained by the

presence of a Stokes drift (as in chapter 1). Thus, Fig

2-7 may be Ëaken as further evidence of the existeirce of

this phenomenon.
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2.2 Other Effects causing Apparent vertical Velocities

In a recent PaPer bY

possible exPerimental causes

relation to VHF measurements

Those not treated in section

context of HF radars.

Balsley and Riddle ( 1984) 
'

of error vùere considered in

made at Poker Flat (Alaska).

2.t are novü discussed in the

The effect of mesospheric electric fields was consid-

ered and reference hTas made to a study by Reid (1983) for

poker Flat. The angle between the horizontal, and the

magnetic field lines at Adelaide is 60"compared with 77"at

poker Flat. Thus assuming similar electric field character-

istics, the magnitude (only) of the effects suggested by

Reid can be taken as a fair indication of the situation at

Adelaide. The result is that some effect is noticeable in

vertical velocities above approximately 75km. To treat the

situation at Adelaide fully from this viewpoint, infor-

mation on the electric field overhead is required '

unfortunaÈely, this information is not available so that

this thesis is confined to noting the Possibility of this

effect. As this mechanism would not be expected to change

seasonally, it could not be used to explain the observat-

ions presented in section 2'L'

Thepresenceofahorizontalelectrondensity

gradient, which would refract the radio l^7ave path, is also

considered. This would mean that a beam that pointed

verticallyatgroundlevelcouldbebentinsuchaway

tha¡ it \.,7as not vertical in the mesosphere . once again,
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not enough information is available to treat the problem

quantitatively; however, it could only be considered a

short-term effect as no mechaniSm can be proposed to

sustain such a gradient on a long-term basis. Thus,

although it may be important, it cannot be proposed as a

mechanism for the findings given previously'

The apparent ray bending, due to magneto-ionic

effects, is not thought to be of consequence because,

although the ray path i s diverted , the radio 'f wavef ronLsrl

remain horizontal and are just shifted sideways. Thus, the

scattered Povrer would not be Doppler shifted by the hotiz-

ontal wind.

The partial reflections used to obtain Doppler veloc-

ities at BP are believed to result from changes in the

electron density due to turbulence etc. From this view-

point, it does not seem likely that a change in total

electron density would change anything other than the echo

reflection coefficient. Thus, it is not felt that the

diurnal change in electron density would cause apparent

vertical velocities.

It can be Seen that Some of the mechanisms mentioned

in Balsley and Riddle (1984) may be important at HF.

unfortunately, information on ionospheric characteristics

not immediately available is required to treat these prob-

lems fully, so they are not taken any further in this

thesis.
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Summary

AtÈempts \^7ere made to find the beam pointing angle of

the Buckland Park HF array by comparing the horizontal and

vertical velocities on a long-term basis and searching for

a correlation between them.

Correlations \,Jere found during the summer and winter

solstice seasons but in differing directions. This

suggests that it vras not the beam alone that determined

the effective pointing direction, but the beam and the

scatterers combined.

The method for obtaining the vertical velocities used

in this analysis is susceptible to bias due to high Povùer

specular returns. ' It is concluded that a characteristic

beam pointing angle of the arTay cannot be used to correct

vertical velocities while the current method of analysis

is being used.

It should be noÈed that From and Whitehead (1984, below) euployed
a Ëechnique to find the poinÈing angle of a HF array using E-region
reflect.ions. Thís method, however, is not suiÈable for pointing
angles close to the zeníth.

From, I^I.R. and l^Ihitehead, J.D.
t'The Calfbratlon of an Htr' Radar used for lonospheric Researchrr.
RAD. SCr., 19, 423-428. 1984.
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BEAM COMPARISON EXPERIMENT

During June , !984, the Buckland Park array ÌÄras diver-

ted from itrs real-time winds Program to conduct a more

specialised task. Part of the analysis of the data collec-

ted in this period is presented in this chapter and has

been termed the rrBeam Comparison Experimentrr.

It r,\7as originally intended that the experiment be

used to compare vertical velocities obtained from both

wide and narrold beams (hence the name). Operational radars

which use the spaced antenna method (Briggs' 1-977) to

obtain horizontal wind measurements are generally made uP

of three broad beam receir¡ing arrays. The Possibility of

using broad beams for vertical velocity measurement

instead of large al-:-ays rr'ith narrow beams \,vaS of key

interest because of the size (and cost ) advantages

involved. Comparisons between oblique and vertical narrovù

beam measurements of radial velocities were also intended.

As a results of this study, and the work presented in

the previous chapter, fundamental questions \,üere raised

about the suitability of the analysis method being used.

This method is outlined in the first part'of this chapter.

This is followed by a possible alternative in the light of

the earlier results.

3
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3.lExperimentalConfigurationandPreparation

The layout of the BP HF receiving array is shown in

Fig Al-2 (Appendix 1 ) . Each of the 89 crosses shown

represents a pair of half \¡,7ave dipole antennas ' one

aligned north-south and one east-west. Each of these

, dipoles is connected to one of tvro patch boards situated

in the main receiving hut. this means that two suPer-

imposed arrays are available for the reception of circular-

ly polarised signals, as the alignment of the dipoles is

unimportant for this tyPe of radio wave '

The way in which the patch boards Úiere configured is

shown in Fig 3-1. The left-hand board (consisting of

dipoles aligned north-south) provided three groups of four

dipoles arranged in such a r'Jay as to be suitable f or

spaced antenna drift analysis. The right-hand board (of

dipoles aligned east-west ) I,Jas connected f irstly into

parallel ro\,rs and then split with Power splÍtters. one set

of por,Jer splitters s¡as then connected together to give a

nominally vertical beam. The second set of povrer splitters

r^7as arranged to produce an 11.6' of f vertical eastward

pointing beam by the inclusion of suitable lengths of

cable between Successive antenna rows. The value of angle,

11.6" was thaÈ determined by Hocking (1981) to be optimal

as the first ze:-o of the whole array polar diagram points

upward.

DuringthesecondhalfoftheexperimenE,the

vertical beam of the right-hand board hras phased to point

at 11.6" off vertical towards the west whilst maintaining
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the eastward beam.

measurements of the

was done to enable momentum flux

made by Vincent and Reid (1983)'

were correctly tuned to match their

This

kind

Theexperimentlastedintotal:-Tdayswiththefirst

part of the experiment running from !3:44 3715184 to 72:48

9/6/84 followed by the dual beam part from 14:50 916184 to

11:06 !716184. These configurations and times are summar-

ised in Fig 3-2-

Preparation for the experiment began with a check of

theimpedanceoftheaTrayelementsviathepatchboard

sockets. In this waY, faulty antennas could be identified

and repaired. While the array \'ùas being conf igured as

described, care lras taken to ensure that

good contact was made between patch board sockets

the connecting bars, and on subsequent connections to

receivers.
and

the

connecting bars

lines.input

phas ing

included in the

cables used to tilt the narrovü beam were

correct order.

The

exces s ive

equal.

five receivers

noise and the

used were

set to' be

checked for

approxirnatelY

to be

gains

The real-time wind analysi s program \^las used to

ensure that the off vertical beam was actually pointing in

thedirectionsupposedinbothpartsoftheexperiment.
This $ras done by comparing in sign and approximate magnit-
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ude Doppler inferred radial velocities from the tilte

beam(s) with the horizonÈal velocities from Ëhe real-time

spaced antenna winds analYsis '

Forthedurationoftheexperiment,datawere

recorded every two minuÈes for Ëen heights each 2km apart

within one of the sets of heighË ranges listed below' The

modeorpolarisationoftransmissionisalsogiven.

0700-1700 LT :

mission ( i. e. , all
min apart ) .

80-98km using O-mode trans-

points at one height are 4
60-78 then

consecutive

1700-0700 LT : 70-88 then 80-98km using X-mode trans-

mission (i.e., consecutive points 4 min apart 70-78 and

90-98km, 2 min aPart 80-88km) '
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3.2 Analysis of Data Using the Phase of
the Autocorrelation Function to

Find Radial Velocities

Data collected during the experiment l,\7ere stored on

magnetic tape and later analysed to ascertain the horizon'-

tal and radial wi,nd velocities. Analysis vüas carried out

on the University of Adelaide's Cyber !73 mainframe

computer. The horizontal wind velocities were found using

the standard method of spaced antenna drift analysis

(Briggs, L977; 8a11, 1981). These are sometimes used for

comparison, but it is the radial velocities that are the

subject of this thesis. A description of the method of

analysis noI,r follows. The computer programs used f or the

early analysis vùere developed by Reid (1984). The prin-

cíples involved are best Presented by assuming continuous

functions and this is done here. The details of the

equivalent discrete methods used in the computaLion by

Reid are presented in the aforementioned work'

As outlined in appendix t, Gaussian shaped pulses

transmitted at a central frequency rr= 2tr x 1.98 MHz.

pulse may be expressed as

are

This

UJt(t)E e
a tE(r) t

where E. is the amplitude of the transmitted signal and i

= /-L. Refractive index fluctuations cause scattering of

the wave and the backscattered component returns to the

ground. Scattering theory predicts that in order for

appreciable backscatter to occur, disturbances must have a

scale, along the line of sight, of half the radar wave-



Iength (Bragg scatter).

sensitive to disturbances

Rastogi

atmosphere is

Therefore, the radar is most

of scale 75m.

E(r) E (r) e
r(¡)t

The signal measured at the ground can be expressed AS
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the

o

representing the received signal a fixed time after the

transmitter pulse. This corresponds to returns from a

volume of the atmosphere whose vertical scale is deter-

mined by the transmitted pulse length and horizontal scale

by the receiving array polar diagram' If a scatterer

within this volume is in motion, with a component of'

velocity v along the line of sight, the frequencyu-rwill be

Doppler shifted from ur. thus

,d u) + 2Yu+(¡ û) t tt
c

where c is the speed of Iight. In practice, the complex

samplingofthesignalhastheeffectofshiftingtheul.
frequency component of the returned signal to zeTo so that

any Doppler shif t is a\¡ray f rom zeÍo f requency '

Randommotionsandthebulkmotionoftheatmosphere

result in a spectrum of (¡) made up of contributions from

Ehemanyscattererswithinthesamplingvolume.IfvJe

compute the power specLrum s( ul) of the returned complex

signal,Wêmayuseit.tofindtheDopplershiftandthus

the average velocity of the atmosphere passing through the

sampling volume.

and VJoodman Í97 4) note that if

stationary, the Pol{ter spectrum S" ( t'r ) IS



may be used to show
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well known Fourier theorem

to the jth order derivative

the slope of the

at zero lag. This

efficient way bY

positive and symmetric around zero. If the Fourier trans-

form of Lhis is computed to give Ehe autocorrelation

function p_ (r) (by the l^leiner Kintchine or autocorrelation
s

theorem, see e.g., Bracewell , 1-978) it will be real and

even. A mean motion through Èhe radar beam acts to shift

this spectrum away from zero frequency, introducing a

phase term thus

p (r) : ps (t) 
"io(t)

Given that the f irst moment (or mean ) of the Po\^7er

spectrum is 0avLz.,

S (tt) dt¡

t97 4)

0d:lt:

(Rastogi and

relating the

Woodman,

jLh order

p'(0)

d

moment

I
I

tù_
d

p(0)

where the prime 'denotes differentiation with respect to r

In combination with our expression for p( t) this gives

td : 0r (0)

that is the Doppler shift is equal to

phase of the autocorrelation function

can be calculated in a computationally

noting {,(0) : 0 by definiÈion and

0'(o) 0(-r) 0(t)
T

for a small value of r

T

.l (0)
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This Ëheoretical development embodies two related but

separaËe assumptions. TheY are

7l The unshifted (stationary atmosphere) Povüer sPec-

trum is symmetric around zeto or equivalently the shifted

povüer spectrum is synrnetric about oa .

2l The mean of the povùer spectrum (or lst moment) is

a measure of the average motion through the sampling

volume.

If the assumption t/ is satisfied then 2l is acceP-

table, but in the real atmosphère the Po\,rer spectrum is

not always symmetric. l.loodman and Guillen (t97 4 ) state

that failure of assumption tl introduces an error of the

order of .r 3 in the estimate of 0' ( 0 ) , and by their more

general formulation, show that the above theoretical

arguments are still valid.

The validity of the second, almost fundamental assump-

tion seems intuitively obvious but is questioned in the

light of the results of this experiment. This should be

kept in mind but further discussion of this point is

deferred to section 3.3.

A typical poúùer spectrum is shown in Fig 3-3. Its

main features are the Gaussian shaped background and the

presence of spectral spikes with amplitudes much greater

than the Gaussian profile. some characteristics of these

po\,rer spectra make then unsuitable for the above analysis

method. Thus iE is necessary to introduce some rejection

criteria into the operational procedure'



Figure 3-3. A tlpical power spectrun' (J
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As it r,ras the analysis programs of Reid (1984 ) that

were used for this part of the experiment, it is his

rejection criteria that are novù described. Firstly, the

data were checked to ensure that the signal levels did not

correspond to saluration or noise for a significant part

of the data collection period. The signal to noise ratio

was calculated (see Rastogi and l^Joodman, 1974) and tested

but, most importantly, the autocorrelation function vùas

inspecEed for irregular behaviour. It vüas found that, oD

occasions, the phase of the autocorrelation function !üas

oscillatory and thus gave spurious results. The slope at

zeío lag was no longer an indication of the actual slope

and the results were rejected. The cause of this has been

shown (Rastogi and Bowhill, I9l6; Hocking, 1981-) to be the

beating of two or more specular comPonents of the power

spectrum. The extent of the beating depends on the number,

relative por,fers and separation of the spikes . For example,

two well separated spikes of similar amplitudes cause the

ACF to oscillate considerably and result in rejection' In

contrast, four or five similar spikes do not produce much

oscillation of phase and will be accepted. The Presence of

one specular |tspikett however, does not generally result in

a rejection.

Using these principles, the beam comparison experim-

ent data was analysed to f ind rrru and thus V using

tJ 2Vo
d

as mentioned

presented.

t
c

before. The results of Ehis analysis Af e nOI¡ù
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3.2.1 Results

The beam comparison experiment consisted of two

configurations as stated in section 3.1 and summarised in

Fig 3-2. The vertical velociËies of the vertical, off-

vertical (vo) part of the experiment are presented in Fig

3-4. The phase of the AcF analysis [^7as used on two of the

three wide beams as well as Ehe narrow beams ' Only the

wide beam and vertical narrow beam results are Presented

in this figure.

It should be noted that, although data is presented

over the height range 60-98km, only above approximately

80km is there data for 24 hours a day. Below this height,

night-time ionospheric conditions are not suitable for

consistent echo returns. This is illustrated by the

computer output of Fig 3-5. Therefore, care must be taken

in interpreting the absolute values below this height as

only half the semi-diurnal tide is being sampled.

It is possible to obtain a vertical velocity from the

dual beam ( 00 ) configuration of the second part of the

experiment. The radial velocities in each beam contain

information on the horizontal and vertical vel0cities

given the off-vertical angle. For radial'velocities uu and

v from the eastward and westward pointing beams, resPec-
l,¡

tively, and assuming that a radial velocity toward the

arTay is negative it can be shown that the vertical

velocity w and the horizontal velocity u are

V+V
E

t^7

2coso
w
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I^IE
VVTI

2 sine

where 0 is the angle from the vertical toward both the east

and vùest at which the beam is pointing. The array is

configured such that 0 is L7.61 However, the effective

value is found to differ from 11.6" and this point will be

discussed shortly. For now it is sufficient to assume

cos e =1 (as cos(11.6P ): 0.983). The vertical velocity

values obtained in this slay are presented in Fig 3-6 as

well as verLical velocities from the two available wide

beams.

Average horizontal velocities for the duration of the

0o part of the experiment aïe presented in Fig 3-7. These

spaced antenna drift results can be used to find the

effective value of 0 ,0.rfor which the oblique beams give

results consistent with the spaced antenna velocities '

Already included in the figure is the velocity u (from the

above relation) assuming that the beam is pointing at

71.6". It is obvious that this value is not correct and the

values required to maLch up the velocities are presented

in table 3-1.

Table 3-1

Height
60
70
80
90

(km) for an 11.6' tilËed beam

6.0
6.4
5.4
5.3

o

o

o

o
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Becausethevalueof0isuncerEain,alltheoff

vertical beam results are plotted next to their range

value, âs compared to height from the ground. This is not

considered to be a problem because, by inspection of Figs

3-5, 3-6 the features of the vertical beams do not Lag the

features of the oblique beams in height '

The error bars shown in Figs 3-4, 3-6 and 3-7 corres-

pond to the error in the mean f or each value. I^lhere two

wide beams are plotted, only one carries error bars as the

magnitudes of the errors vùere similar for both. Thus, in

the interest of picture clarity, one set of error bars has

been omitted.

3.2.2 DLscttssion

vertícaI velocities obtained using the method of

section 3.2 and a narrow receiving beam are Presented,

along with equivalent wide beam results, in Fig 3-4 ' A

wide beam can be considered to have the sampling volume of

a narrord beam with extensions in a spherical shell out-

wards from the zenith. If we consider the atmosphere in

motionthroughthewidebeamsamplingvolume,thenit

would be expected that the power spectrum for the wide

beam would be broader than that for the narrovü beam, due

tothereturnsfromlargerangleswhichhavegreaterline

c¡f sight velocities. This broadeni.S, however, should not

affect Ehe mean Doppler shift and thus the inferred

vertical velocity. Therefore, the results of Fig 3-4,

which show significant differences between the wide and

narro\^¡ beams are dif f icult to reconcile '
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With two possible velocities, it must now be consid-

ered which, if âny, is correct. As an aid to answering

this question it is of interest to know if any particular

section of the sampling volume is contributing more to the

velocity determination. This can be done by considering

the sum of the velocities obtained from two opPositely

pointing beams as described in the previous section. It

can be seen from Fig 3-6 that there is a very good

agreement between velocities found in this manner and

those from the true wide beam. This suggests that most of

the informaEion contributing to the wide beam velocities

is coming from angles a\,ray from the vertical . (It seems to

be of no consequence that only an eastward and a westward

sector of the wide beam sampling volume is used in this

comparison. )

It is possible to find the effective pointing angle

for a beam that is pointing nominally at LI.6o off-

vertical r âs stated previously, and the results \^Jere

presented in table 3-1. These showed an effective pointing

angle of 5 or 6 degrees for the height range of the data.

Therefore, there must exist a mechanism which gives in-

creased weight to the signals arriving from closer to

overhead, thus forcing the effective pointing angle toward

the verEical.

To gain an understanding of \,ùhy the wide and narrow

beam velocities differ, wê must consider the parameters

that vary in the two analyses. All the data vüere obtained

simultaneously using reflections from the same transmitter
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pulse. The electronics and data Processing may vary slight-

ly but as the two wide beams give similar ansl^7ers, this is

not considered important ' In fact, the only difference

between Èhe two systems is the polar diagram of the

receiving a1.ray being used. Thus, the differences must be

due Eo different weightings given to signals coming in

from different angles.

Atthisstage,nothingcanbesaidabouttheScatter_

ers other than they have characteristics that fall into

two main categories ( see chapter 2) . The first, isotropic,

refers to scatter than extends over a broad range of

angles. The second category, known aS specular reflection,

returns signals only over a narrow range of angles '

Ifthereceivingpolardiagramissymmetricaboutthe

beam pointing angle, a steady flow of isotropic scatterers

through the beam will produce the same value for the

vertical velocity, irrespective of the beam width' This is

because extra porder spectrum contributions on the approach-

ing side due to a broader beam will be compensated for by

an equal and oPPosite contribution on the exit side of the

beam.ThusrLfthescatterispurelyisotropic'therewill
be no difference in velocities inferred from a wide and a

narro\,ü beam' even if the ground plane is slightly tilted '

(Although íf the ground plane is tilted, the velocity will

be incorrect. ) This leaves only specular reflectors to

blame, and these must now be investigated'

These thin

povJer spikes in

specular reflecËing layers produce high

the por^ter spectrum of the returned signal
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(Rottger, L98L; Hocking, !983). One example of this is the

po!ùer spectrum of fig 3-3 obtained during this experiment '

How, then, do these trspecular spikestr influence the veloc-

ity measurements?

The bulk properties of pol,rer spectra obtained f rom

wide and narro\^J beams are reproduced in f ig 3-8. The

position of the spike in reality depends on atmospheric

conditions and is positioned such as to illustrate the

issues here. It is also important to note that this spike

is not affected by the array polar diagram. Note also that

vre aSSume Lhat there is only one spectral spike' IL is

accepted that some spike distributions wiIl cause rejec-

tion of the data in accordance with the rejection criteria

of section 3.2.

It

of the

narrow

can

wide

beam.

be seen that the Gaussian background profile

beam contains more por'rer than that of the

tüe assume the spectral spikes contain the

How, then, will this affect the Doppler shiftsame power.

,d = !u S(r¡) do ?

In the narrow beam case, the spectral spike contains

a large percentage of the total spectral Pol^rer. Therefore'

r¡ will be biased toward the spectral spike value or ' The
d 

oo"- -r--

wide beam, hovTever, has more power in its Gaussian back-

ground profÍle and will be less affected by the presence

of the spike. Thus o:u will be closer to tiio (see fig 3-8).

Similar arguments

possible case where the

can be used to investigate the

thespecular laYers are tilted and
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spike power is affected by the polar diagram. This case is

represented by fíg 3-9 where oor rrlu and ," are as defined

previously. The narrovü beam, by virtue of its polar

diagram, reduces the Po\^rer conÈained within Lhe spike ato"

.This is not so for the wide beam, and the result is a

different r.u.value (and hence velocity) for the wide beam'

is
on

is

,One important difference between these two examples

that in the fig 3-8 case, the spike has little effect

the wide beam velocity whereas, in the fig 3-9 case, it

the narow beam t.hat is not greatly affected'

Given Èhis interpretation of what is occurring, which

velocity do we take as a measure of the true vertical

velocity? To answer this it is necessary to know whether

it is the spectral spike velocity ( from ," ) or the

velocity f rom rrro that is of importance. The mechanisms

responsible for the Gaussian background are reasonably

simple (".g., Briggs and vincent, L973) but this is not so

f or specular layôrs ' These are noliù considered '
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3.3 The Effect of SPecular LaYers
on VelocitY Measurement

Although specular layers may have an effect on the

results obtained from an oblique beam, the following dis-

cussion will be restricted to Ehe effects seen by a

nominally vertical beam.

of prime importance to this discussion is the orien-

tation of the scattering layer. If the layers were aligned

horizontally, the analysis of chapter 2 would have yielded

pointing angles either vertical or consistent with the lie

of the land. The spectral spikes described earlier would

be representative of the bulk motion of the atmosphere and

no difference would be observed between the wide and

narrow beam results as seen in fig 3-4. (This rvill become

more obvious through the ensuing discussion.) Thus, it

would be of interest to consider specular layers that are

tilted. As noted in chapter 2, the probable association

with gravity wave activity would suggest that they be

generally anything but horizontal. In a stratified atmos-

phere, hodever, it is unlikely that this tilt be too great

but data from chapter 2 suggest tilts of around 0'5oand

only a small angle is required to produce a large effect

as shall now be demonstrated.

Consider a tilted specular layer moving with a

general velocity v. I^lithout loss of generaliÈy, it can be

assumed that motion occurs in the x-z plane, i'ê', the y

component of velocity is zeîo. The following vectors and

co-ordinates are of imPortance'



is the unit normal

expressed in terms

= (v sin( e +ç ),
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vector. The vectors v and n can

of the following comPonents:

0 -v cos(e +q ) )

v

z

n

where

then

n

be

t

V

!

,

(sin 0 0 -cos 0 )

Due to the specularity, radar returns will only be

seen along the normal n (assuming that the transmitter and

receiver are close together). Therefore, only the line of

sight velocity along the normal need be considered' This

velocity, vlos is

v
LOS

v sin(o+Q) sino+ vcos(o+0) coso

where v is the modulus of v. If the layer is in motion

perpendicular to its orientation, 0:0 and tlos : v as

expected. SimilarlY, if the layer is horizontal,

v = v cos Q and the true vertical component of motion
LOS

results.

= V.n

Of imporËance, however, is the case

moving horizontally. In this situation,

expression for v"orreduces to

ofa

o +Q

tilted layer
:90 " and the

V
LOS

= v sinO



That is, a layer with no

by virtue of the fact Lhat

could easily be interpreted as
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vertical velocity component,

it is tilted produces what

a vertical motion.

The above formulation only considers one arbitrary
frpointtt on the specular layer. As the Iayer moves through

the sampling volume, the ref lection rrpointtt moves along

the scatterer. Thus the layer returns a signal for a

finite period of time, a signal that will be Doppler

shifted due to the horizontaL motion, and of greater power

than the isotropic returns. This will apPear in the

returned signal power spectrum as a spiker âs seen in Fig

3-3 .

It is interesting to note that the exPression

vsin0
LOS

is the same as that used in chapter 2 to treat the case of

isotropic scatterers in motion through a beam tilted at an

angle 0 It was stated there that a value of 0 as small as

0.1e could have a considerable effect on the vertical

velocity determination. The same is aPPlicable here.

The effect would not be serious if the specular

layers had random orientations. These contaminations could

then be averaged out. However, in the light of the results

of chapter 2, and the possible assocation of these layers

with gravity waves! this is not likely. The stratospheric

filtering discussed in chapter 1 will leave a gravity vüave

field with an assymetric phase speed distribution and thus

a preferred orientation within the background flow. Even

V
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if these layers are not associated with graviEy vùaves, no

explanation other than tilted specular reflectors can be

proposed to explain the differences between the wide and

narrovü beam velocities of Section 3.2.1, and as Lhese

results represent an average, the tilting cannot be purely

random.

If the arguments presented are valid, then the sPec-

tral spikes seen in the returned signal Power spectra

should be ignored. If this is not done assumption Ll and,

more importantly, assumption 2l of section 3'2' is no

longer satisfied. The mean of the povüer sPectrum ís no

longer a measure of the average motion through the

sampling volume.

From a physical point of view it seems an extremely

simple solution to ignore the parts of the spectrum that

can tilt the beam i.e. the specular spikes, and use only

the specLral information from the isotropic scatter, which

does not significantly affect the beam'

I¡Je must, theref ore, consider \,üays of removing the

specular spikes from the analysis.

3.3.1 Possible meLhods of specular spike re'iection

The most obvious way of removing the effects of

tilted specular layers from vertical velocity determin-

ation iS to use narrow radar beams. The ilnarrol'Jtr beam ot

the Buckland Park array is really quite wide from this

point of vierp (half width half maximum 4.5" )- An afiay of

half width half maximum of 0 will be sensitive
\^t

to specular



layer titts uP to approximately 0w'

require an extremelY narrovù beam

ef f ects in this \^ray.

short

i son

3-10
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Thus an array would

to remove sPecular

The possibility of removing the specular spikes from

the power spectrum during analysis has been studied by

Hocking (private communication). This differs from the AcF

analysis of section 3.2 in that the pol,rer spectrum is

computed explicitly and inspected for specular spikes '

These are then removed and a Gaussian profile is fiÈted to

the remaining data. The peak of this profile is then taken

as the Doppler shift and a velocity is inferred from this '

It would be equivalent, and possibly more computation-

ally efficient, to remove the spikes and Fourier transform

back into the ACF domain. The slope of the phase method

could then be used as described in section 3.2 ' This,

however, has not yet been attempted and can only be stated

as a proposal. Similarly, the optimal criteria for spike

rejection have not yet been investigated. The criteria

currently in use seem acceptable by physical inspection of

the spectra, but further tttuning" of Lhis may be required'

Hockingts analysis as it stands has been applied to a

(approximately24hours)segmentoftheBeamCompar_

Experimentdata.TheseresultsarepresentedinFig

and will be brieflY discussed '

Theheightranseoverwhichthiscomparison$TaSmade

was limited by the results available from the spike rejec-

tion analysis. This is simply because the method has only
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re jection

following

approxim-

recently been developed ànd has not yet been applied to

other parts of the height domain. It can be seen in Fig

3-10 that the spike rejection technique has had a consider-

able effect on the wide beam velocity results, but has

made Iittle dif f erence to the narrol^l beam results. By

removing the spike, ûldmoves to 6o , and this change is much

greater for the wide beam. This suggests that something

similar to that described in Fig 3-9 is occurring, even

though Fig 3-9 is an ideal case. It is not suggested that

the real atmosphere produces such ttclassicrr spectra, just

that a broad resemblance to Fig 3-9 is prevalent.

This result, and the mere fact that spike

changes the inferred velocity, leads to the

suggestions about specular reflectors, between

ately 60 and 78km

tl They are generally

2l Their tilts are,

beam width of 4.5" .

Although some of these

to accept it is undeniable

analysis method that warrants

tilted.

on average, of the order of the

suggestions may be difficult

that spike rejection is an

consideration.
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Summary

In this chapter, the ACF method of inferring vertical

velocities (Rastogi and l,troodman , t974 ) was described as

part of the analysis of the Beam Comparison Experiment.

The findings of this experiment could not be explained if

it was assumed that specular reflectors !üere generally

horizontal. Instead it was necessary to assume that they

were tilted (probably associated with gravity waves ) in a

pref erred direction, and Ì,ùere thus biasing the ACF

analysis results.

The possibility of removing these contaminating

effects was discussed and a meLhod to do this, developed

by Hocking (private communication), rnras used to obtain

some preliminary results. These did in fact differ from

the previous results in a manner suggestive of specular

layers tilted to appreciable angles.
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4 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE I'JORK

The work presented in this thesis pertains to the

measurement of vertical velocities in the height range

60-100km, which encompasses the mesosphere and lower

thermosphere. However, the emphasis was on ascertaining

the validity of current methods of vertical velocity meas-

urement in the light of contradictions between expected

theoretical and experimentally determined values.

The first chapter set a theoretical background for

the kinematics and energeLics of the mesosphere region' It

vras found that momentum transport by internal gravity

r,raves (Hines , 1960; Lindzen, 1981) was of great importance

in this region. The Possibility that the interpretation of

vertical velocities may be erroneous ldas also discussed'

Chapter 2 decribed a method used in an attempt to

find the pointing direction of the Buckland Park HF receiv-

ing array. This used statistical methods to search for a

correlation between horizontal and vertical velocities '

This correlation could then be used to find the parameters

of what was considered to be the most likely cause of

error, a beam that is tilted off vertical'

It was found, however, that for much of the year'

either no significant correlation occurred or the correlat-

ion suggested a pointing direction that could not be

explained by possible ground plane and, hence, beam tilts.
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It vJaS thus assumed that it was the ionospheric scatterers

that vrere determining the pointing angle. This \,üas further

supported by the results of a study of AcF analysis

carried out in chapter 3.

An experiment to investigate possible receiver beam

configurations for vertical velocity measurement vras

carried out and vùas presented in chapter 3. Here it was

found that the "slope of the phase of the autocorrelation

functionrr method of Rastogi and l^loodman (7974) was susceP-

tible to contamination by tilted specular layers and the

presence of these tilted Iayers must be accepted to

explain the results of the experiment. A possible method

of overcoming this problem has also been proposed by

Hocking (private communication) and was outlined. Some

preliminary results !¡ere also presented.

As is obvious from this summary, the nature of, and

mechanisms responsible for, the radar backscatter were of

considerable importance to the vertical velocities that

\,Jere measured. Discussions of their effect on the vertical

velocities $Jere limited to speculation because of a lack

of direct observations. If more work is to be carried out

in vertical velocity determination, then a study of the

scatterers, and such pärameters aS the angle of arrival

and the relative strengths of isotropic and specular

scatter, is recommended as a high priority.

The angle of arrival be studied using the BP HF

array. By sampling the returned signal at various grouPs

of antennas, beam swinging can be simulated and angular
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spectra of the returned povüer can be computed. The same

signals could also be summed to aIIow vertical velocity

measurement, and a comparison could be made wiÈh the known

angles of arrival.
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APPENDIX t

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUCKLAND PARK H.F. ARRAY

Experiments described in this thesis \^7ere undertaken

at the University of Adelaide's, Buckland Park Field

Station. A description of the equipment used follows. A

more detailed description is available in Briggs et aI.
( 1969 ) and BaII ( 1981 ) .

The H.F. array is situated near

at a frequency

transmission and

Adelaide at

of 1.98MH2.

reception.

35' 3g'S,

Separate

Both are

138'29t[' and operates

aerials are used for

now described.

Transmi s s ion

Gaussian envelope pulses of width around 25 micro-

seconds are transmitted at a repetition frequency of L)Hz

(variable ) . The transmitter peak power is about 1Okl'J.

Centre fed folded dipole aerials arranged in a square (as

shown in fig AL-L) allow both O and E mode transmission by

the use of a phase shifter. Circularly polarised radio

\,raves can be synthesised by summing two mutually perpendic-

uIar, Iinearly polarised rays, that are shifted in phase

( see fig A1-1 ) . This phase shift of 190o is inserted via

the phase shifter, the sign of the shift determining the

mode. The required linearly polarised beams are obtained

by driving the opposite pairs of parallel dipoles together.
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Figure'41-1. Plan of the transrnitting array and an

ittustration of polarisation slnthesis'
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During the d"y, o-mode transmission is used because

the E-mode polarisation is strongly absorbed at heights

above 80km. At night, however, received povüerS aTe

enhanced by using E-mode transmission'

Thetransmittingarray(FigA1-1)hasabeamwidth
(half width half maximum) of approximately 40" at ZMHz'

Reception

The receiving aÍray consists of 2 independent sets of

89 half \¡rave dipoles, one set aligned approximately north-

south and one approximately east-west. The dipoles, made

f rom copper wire, 
". 

ârê 72m long and are hung from wooden

poles 11m in length. These dipoles cover a circular aTea

approximately 1km in diameter ( see fig At-z) . signals from

each dipole are conveyed to the central hut via coaxial

cables whose length has been cut to an integer number of

wavelengths to maintain coherence. Impedance matched

connecting boxes and bars are used to configure the SetS

of dipoles as desired, with the resulting signal going to

the receivers.

I^lhen the whole array is connected as

array, it has a beamwidth (half width half

around 5'with the first zero around 11'6" The

diagram is as shown in fig (A1-3)'

a broadside

maximum) of

array polar

Uptosreceiversmaythenbeusedtoamplifythe

signals and sample as shown schematically (for 4 rêceiv-

ers) in fig (41-4). The signal Processors demodulate the

receiver ou¡put into 'rin Phasett ( IP ) and rrin Quadraturett
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(fQl components. After each transmitted pulse, the digitis-

ers sample the IP and IQ signals at delays given by

time delaY 2 x height

speed of light

The hardware currently allows samples at 2km inter-

vals berween 50 and 100km. The 8-bit (0-255r0 ) binary

signal levels are then transferred to the Eclipse s/72O

minicomputer. The computer can then do primary or real-

time analysis on the signals and store the results on

magnetic tape. The resolution resulting from the digit-

isers used here is !1256, i. ê - , O '4%'

Although "range gatesrr at 2km intervals are indicated

in fLg (41-4), range gating is not used directly. However,

the finite width of the transmitter pulse produces an

effect equivalent to the use of a range gate. The typical

25 microsecond pulses used here give a height resolution

of 4km so that successive 2km samples aÏe not independent'
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APPENDIX 2

SUPPLEMENTARY GRAVITY WAVE THEORY

üJhen Ehe continuity, momentum and energy conservation

equations are combined in internal atmospheric gravity

wave theory, a situation results where it is convenient to

\^roïk with the ratios of the perÈurbation quantities to

their mean values (Hines, 1960). The resulting exPress-

ions, known aS the rrpolarisation relationsrr are novü

presented. The approach used here, from Hines (1960),

differs slightly from that used in chapter 1 in that the

Coriolis term (and thus f) is omitted from the force

equation.

The basic premise is that solutions of the basic

equations wÍll have the form

PP

where 0 :

and where P, Rt

assumption leads

1 ) which may then

: yo2m -

,^2
= OKMU

s

where C is the speed
s

heats, i the sguare root

previously defined.

Ae
i0

(t¡t - kx - mz)

, Z and A are constant and t¡is real. This

to the dispersion relation (as in chapter

be used to evaluate the constants viz':

vù

z

u

X

I
p

þR

p

X

P

R

X

iygr'lCZ
i (v-1 ) glê

igurk

,k q
of sound, Y the

of -1 and the

iy g rrr2 lC:

ratio of specific

other quantities as

Z=o3
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It is then possible to assume a perturbation in one

quantity (..g., horizontal wind) and calculate the amplit-

ude and relative phase of the other quantities. Refine-

ments and assumptions can be made Eo simplify these

relations even further buE thàse are not presented in this

thesis. They are, however, available in Hines (1960).
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APPENDIX #3

LINEAR REGRESSION CALCULATIONS

The method used to fit straight lines to the data was

the rfmethod of least Squaresrr. This Process acts to minim-

ise the square of the vertical distance (here parallel to

the axis ) between the n individual data points and the

fitted line. Calculus is used to obtain expressions for

the line parameters and these are given here in the

context of their use in this thesis. (Details are avail-

able in most statistics texts, ê.8.: Spiegel ' I972.)

The fitted line has the form

w a+cX
m

thus

this

c is the slope and

line the following

X

axis intercept. To obtain

formed:

a the

sums are

j

sum over

2

n
T
L

j=1

and the

vü
mJ

product sums

"I -2wrj
j=1

w
m

nX. = I
j=1

(where the dot denotes

I^,
m

j)

"I
j=1

These are then

NF

L
J-r

combined

ñ*j
J

XX 2
j

n

into

T,J X. h7m.

wmJ ldm'2

X?

P i X
mJJj=1 n

n

j
a I

=]

=;À x3

n

R

to give the following:

n
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P
R

c the slope,

a

oc

oc

w cX. )
m

d2=a 2

n

P
R

iL x:
1=I l

with standard deviations,

2
d

(n-2)n R

The correlation coefficient p is obtained from d2

us ing
It

P 1 d2

a
2

p

4(QR)
L




